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Great Behaviour Breakdown Handout 
 
Ref. Great Behaviour breakdown Bryan Post  
 

Bryan Post is the author of two books which describe a way of managing extreme 

behaviours in a non-judgemental and non-blaming way – Beyond logic, consequences and 

control (With Heather Forbes) and the Great Behaviour Breakdown. 

Bryan puts his beliefs into practice every day within his own family and by taking in 

additional extremely challenged young people into his programme.  He proposes this 

challenge: 

“This is the Great behaviour breakdown Challenge.  If you implement the information you 

read in this book for just two weeks, I guarantee a 50% dramatic reduction, if not 

elimination of your child’s behaviour.  If you implement the information for 30 days or 

more, the results will be dramatic.” 

Key concepts 

• Take on a new perspective – “We’ve been taught to see our children and their 

behaviour in a certain way, and change is never easy……. The truth is that it does no 

good to hold on to concepts that are wrong simply because they are comfortable.  

But it takes willingness and effort to embrace new concepts.  It takes repetition and 

emotional impact.  You must become educated and develop new awareness, and 

you must develop a complete understanding of the new information.  Then, you 

must apply that information every single day.” 

• The Stress Model – the three principles: 

1. “All behaviours arise from a state of stress.  In between the behaviour and 

the stress is the presence of a primary emotion.  It is through the expression, 

the processing and the understanding of that emotion that we can calm the 

stress and diminish the behaviour.” 

2. “There are only two primary emotions: love and fear.” 

3. “Children with severe behaviours DO NOT CONSCIOUSLY CHOOSE to act out 

that behaviour.  These behaviours are driven from a highly unconscious 

place.” 

• The four levels of memory: 

1. Mental memory – Cognitive 
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2. Emotional memory 

3. Motor memory (muscle memory) – in the body 

4. The state level of memory – where trauma settles.  Deepest and most 

unconscious level. 

“99% of our emotional memory is unconscious, while 100% of motor memory 

and State memory are unconscious.” 

• Discipline, not punishment – If the child’s behaviour is as a result of stress then 

punishment will not work.  In fact, the child’s stress and behaviour will escalate.  The 

child MUST be moved into regulation for teaching and healing to take place. 

• The Fear Barrier – “When we experience high levels of stress, we revert to an age 

when we experience trauma.  When adults get stressed out, they tend to act like 

adolescents because that was a very stressful time in their life.” 

• Unfinished business – “All emotional reactivity stems from unfinished business.  This 

means that your child’s behaviour may be awakening something inside you that you 

haven’t fully dealt with.  If this is the case, your own stress reaction may be even 

greater than someone without that unfinished business.” 

• Three phase intervention- Reflect (on your own internal state before taking action); 

Relate – (Help your child to reflect on their emotional state by asking how they are 

feeling or suggesting how they are feeling); Regulate – maintain emotional clarity 

and calm. 

• Time In – Opposite of timeout.  Children act our because they need attention, so 

bring them in close to regulate their fear and distress. 

• Containment – Foundation stone of time in.  creating a safe space for co-regulation.   

• The Affection Prescription: 10-20-10: 10 minutes quality parent/child time in the 

morning; 20 minutes quality parent/child time after school; 10 minutes quality 

parent/child time in the evening. 

 

 


